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Dear Ms. Meserve, 

-FAN 

October 12, 2020 

Per your request, I have reviewed the draft environmental impact report (DEIR) for the Cal ifornia Northstate 
Univers ity Medical Center Project (project) in Elk Grove, California. This Jetter reflects my findings and 
professional opinions. 

Experience and Qualifications 

I am the owner and founder of Solar National Air Propulsion, Snap-Fan. I have been involved in the solar 
business for 32 years. During that time, I have come to understand many aspects of so Jar Photo Voltaic (P.V.) 
started my career with the founding company of the solar industry, Alternative Energy Engineering, in 1989. 

Impacts to Solar Photo Volataic Energy Production in Elk Grove 

In reviewing the draft environmental report (DEIR), it is my professional opinion that the proposal for 
California North State University Medical Center (Project) does not effectively di sclose the potential for 
shading of nearby homes and property. Ifbuilt, the Project wou ld have a negative effect on the solar P.v. 
production in the proposed J 3-stol)' hospital ' s shadow. This is potentially significant impact, and more research 
and consideration by the City is necessary to fully disclose the extent of this impact. 

I have run some preliminary simulations of shadows cast at the proposed building site and find them to be quite 
different from what is stated and represented in the DEIR. Additionally, the time of day used in the DEIR 
analysis of shading is inaccurate. Specifically, there is no depiction presented later in the afternoon than 4:30 
PM. 

On July 1st when solar production is close to its highest and the sun sets at 8:34 PM, the figures in the DEJR 
still end at 4:30 PM. This means there are 4 hours of missing shading infonnation, and 4 hours of shadowing is 
not accounted for in the aesthetic analysis for which the rendering was prepared. More thorough modeling 
should be conducted to fill in the gaps in the presented data in order to disclose both the aesthetic and energy 
impacts of the Project. 
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Below is the representation of shadow from the DEIR for July 1 st at 4:30: 

To help me better understand the shadows cast by the proposed building, 1 located the bui lding site in Google 
Earth. I captured a higher elevation than used in the DEIR of the location and took a screenshot oriented straight 
down. 

I chose to capture a wider area than the rendering in the DEI R, which shows the shadow leaving the frame. I 
wanted to see how far that shadow may indeed go. I captured the building graphic from the DEIR virtual 
depiction and photoshoppcd it into my Google Earth image, to scale. 

Then I opened a 3D shadow casing program (findmyshadow.com) and entered the location of the proposed 
bui lding site. as well as the time zone ofGMT-8. I then uploaded my Google Earth image with building as a 
background image. The shadow casting software allows boxes to be inserted or triangles to be inserted, then 
you can choose the size of these width and height. I reviewed the site plans to determine the elevations of the 
bui ld ing I populated the elevations of the proposed buildings architectural attributes and on top of the 2D 
building graphics from the DEIR to create a 3D image. 

Once I had a simulation of the structure heights, I was then able to use the software to choose the day of the 
month and the time of day and compare it to information in the DEIR. I took a screenshot of the shadow cast 
and that is represented in red in the graphic below; the upper left-hand corner includes the location date and 
time from the 3D shadow casting software. Here is the representation I ran for July 1 st at 4:30: 
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Below is the representation I ran for July 15t at 7: 15. Again, the sun sets at 8:34pm on July 15t at this location. 

My ca lculations lead me to believe that significantly more homes and property will be impacted than is shown 
in the models from the DEIR. 

When I look at figure 3. 1-27 In the DEIR representing shadow conditions on July the 15t at 4:30pm and 
compare it to the shadow cast using my method at the same time and day, I see a significant difference. The 
shadow conditions in the DEIR do not show shadows leaving the property, whereas my calculations show the 
shadow covering approximately 95 homes to the southeast. 

These shadows will have a significant aesthetic impact on homes and properties. In winter months when 
sunlight is a premium, many homes will be in the shade earli er in the day than they would otherwise be. 
Shading from this build ing would also negative ly affect people's gardens and would impact their viewshed. 

The shadows from this building will also reduce the abi li ty to generate solar energy from existing P. V. arrays. 
In order to maintain exist ing solar generation capacity, r.v. systems would need to be larger and be more 
expensive to install. In addition, the viability of new P.V. systems would be negatively impacted in the areas 
shadowed by the hospital building. 

The Sacramento Area Council of Governments' Metropolitan Transportation Plan/S ustainable Communities 
Strategy forecasts about 6,290 new housing units. It is possible that some of these new homes will be shadowed 
by the Project development if they are built on the vacant lots adjacenllo the proposed building site. Future 
impacts on the viability of so lar P.V., and the resulting energy implications, should also be analyzed and 
d isclosed. 

Accord ing to my analys is, it appears that 300-400 houses could lose approximately 20% of their so lar potential 
due to the shadow from the 12-story hospitaL Elk Grove CA is at latitude 38.52, fo r a fi xed solar array, the 
average number of hours per year is 5.5. The average shading, I see is 1. 1 hour a day equating to 20%. 
To translate this shading into a financial loss, I identified that the average solar array size in Sacramento is 7.3 
kw. Multiplying 7.3 kw by the average number of sun hours a day, the average production of the solar system in 
Sacramento is about 40.15 kw per day. Ifwe multiply thi s number by 365 Ih days in a year, we get a total 
average production kW of 14,665 annually. The average cost for residential electricity in Sacramento according 
to SMUD is 14.5 cents per K W with about 750kw usage per month. Houses in Elk Grove appear to be larger, 
and may actually use more energy. 
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Using $.145 times 14,665 kw is $2,126 dollars worth of electricity produced annually at the base rate by a 
hypothetical solar system. If time of use metering is used the electricity can he worth more, but this number is a 
conservative. Considering the cost of electricity, it is my opinion that a 20% reduction in energy generation as a 
result of Project shading would equate to about a $425.20 loss of solar production per home in the Project 
shadow per year. 

This Project would cause significant aesthetic and shade impacts, and negatively affect energy production for 
nearby residents, devaluing existing solar electric systems. Homes that are already in contract for solar 
generation would take longer to recoup the investment of solar. The potential for installation of P. V. on 
neighboring properties would also be reduced due to reductions in expected energy output from the Project' s 
shading impacts. 

It is my recommendation that the renderings presented in the DEIR be corrected to include the fu ll extent of the 
Project' s likely shading impacts throughout the year, and that renderings be done that reflect the seasonal 
changes in sunset times. On-site analysis should also be conducted to determine the potential reductions in P.V. 
generation on nearby communities, including the Stonelake Conununity and the Stone lake Community 
Clubhouse. 

I believe it would be irresponsible to move forward prior to fully disclosing the shading that would occur as a 
result of the Project. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Lucien Eddisford 

LLC, SNAP-FAN 
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